Controlling your Pulsar2 telescope from TheSkyX

To control your Pulsar2 from TheSkyX please follow the steps below

1) If not done before, install the latest Ascom platform on your PC. You find more info here: http://ascom-standards.org/

2) Install the latest Ascom driver for your Pulsar2. It can be downloaded here: http://www.geminitelescope.com/gemini-pulsar-downloads-driver-ascom-firmware-database/

3) Open the Telescope menu in TheSkyX, click Telescope Setup

4) Click Mount Setup
5) Click “Choose”

6) Open Ascom from the list.
7) Select ASCOM Mount and click OK

8) Now click Settings from the Mount Setup pull down menu

9) Select either Generic Hub or Pulsar Telescope from the ASCOM list. You need Generic Hub if you wish to connect to the Telescope with other programs at the same time (not only TheSkyX) OR select Pulsar Telescope if you will connect to the telescope with TheSkyX ONLY.
If you use the Generic Hub, in the ascom Setup choose Pulsar2 and set the correct port number. Your connection is now ready for use.
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